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Abstract
We describe methods to predict a crowd worker’s accu-
racy on new tasks based on his accuracy on past tasks.
Such prediction provides a foundation for identifying
the best workers to route work to in order to maximize
accuracy on the new task. Our key insight is to model
similarity of past tasks to the target task such that past
task accuracies can be optimally integrated to predict
target task accuracy. We describe two matrix factoriza-
tion (MF) approaches from collaborative filtering which
not only exploit such task similarity, but are known to
be robust to sparse data. Experiments on synthetic and
real-world datasets provide feasibility assessment and
comparative evaluation of MF approaches vs. two base-
line methods. Across a range of data scales and task
similarity conditions, we evaluate: 1) prediction error
over all workers; and 2) how well each method predicts
the best workers to use for each task. Results show
the benefit of task routing over random assignment, the
strength of probabilistic MF over baseline methods, and
the robustness of methods under different conditions.
Keywords: crowdsourcing, task routing, matrix
factorization, task recommendation
1 Introduction
Crowdsourcing is quickly changing data collection prac-
tices in both industry and data-driven research ar-
eas such as natural language processing [18], com-
puter vision [19], and information retrieval [11]. How-
ever, quality concerns persist, especially with rudimen-
tary crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon’s Mechan-
ical Turk (MTurk) where factors such as anonymity,
piece-work pay, and limited worker interaction can con-
tribute to poor quality crowd work. Various statistical
approaches have been proposed for mitigating these is-
sues, such as by aggregating inputs from multiple work-
ers [18] or filtering out inaccurate workers [14].
MTurk’s default use case assumes workers self-select
tasks. In principle, this is often a good idea. For
example, using an in-house labor platform, Law et al.
found higher quality work when workers were allowed
to self-select work rather than be assigned it arbitrarily.
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However, an important assumption here is that workers
are able to effectively search and find tasks of interest.
In fact, prior work has shown that limited task search
capabilities on MTurk in practice often lead to task
selection being more random than one might otherwise
expect [2]. Moreover, lack of support for task routing in
MTurk’s default setup has led to a dearth of research in
this area. Nonetheless, like spam filtering, the promise
of work filtering / tailored work assignments is to better
match workers to work for which they are best suited,
with potential to increase work quality and satisfaction
and reduce inefficiency of task selection.
We describe methods to predict a crowd worker’s
accuracy on new tasks based on his accuracy on past
tasks. Such prediction provides a foundation for iden-
tifying the best workers to route work to in order to
maximize accuracy on the new task. Note our methods
do not require example feature representations and so
are broadly applicable across crowdsourcing tasks. Our
key insight, based on preliminary analysis on our MTurk
data (Section 4.2), suggests cross-task worker accuracies
being correlated based on task similarity. Intuitively,
more similar tasks should yield more similar worker ac-
curacy across tasks. Of course, “spammers” may still
perform uncorrelated, inaccurate work across tasks. By
modeling similarity to past tasks, work history can be
better integrated to predict new task accuracy.
Critically, note that such prediction cannot be done
for one-shot or small scale data collection, where there is
no work history, or where workers completely little work
before leaving and never returning. While many aca-
demic studies have tended to report low rates of worker
retention across tasks and within-task completion, we
posit this may reflect community sampling bias of one-
off, infrequent academic studies. In contrast, commer-
cial crowd work offers large volume and repetition that
allows workers to amortize time to spent learning a task,
returning to tasks for which they are already familiar for
greater retention and completion rates.
We describe two approaches to predict worker accu-
racies based on matrix factorization (MF), widely used
in collaborative filtering problems to predict missing val-
ues in a matrix using low-rank feature vectors [10]. To
predict unobserved workers’ performance on a new task,
we construct a worker-task matrix, where entries reflect
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Figure 1: Matrix factorization (MF) prediction of crowd workers’ accuracies using a worker-task matrix. (Left) A
worker-example matrix contains labels from workers for each task. (Center) From the worker-example matrices,
we measure each worker’s accuracy vs. a ground truth sample, then merge all workers’ accuracies into a single
worker-task matrix. (Right) Unobserved workers’ accuracies are predicted by MF (shown in red), and these
predictions allow us to tailor individual work assignments to workers predicted to perform well for a given task.
a worker’s observed accuracy on past tasks, evaluated
against some sample of ground truth data (Figure 1).
We investigate two well-known MF models: Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) and Probabilistic Matrix
Factorization (PMF) [15]. Prior work [12] describes the
two MF’s tradeoffs for general recommendation systems.
We revisit such questions by investigating these issues
in our setting of crowd worker accuracy prediction.
Experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets
provide feasibility assessment and comparative evalua-
tion of MF approaches vs. two baseline methods. Across
a range of data scales and task similarity conditions, we
evaluate methods in two ways: RMSE prediction er-
ror over all workers, and average accuracy of the top k
ranked workers according to each prediction method.
RQ1: MF-based Prediction Accuracy How does
MF prediction performance vary as a function of
task similarity, matrix size, and matrix density for
predicting worker accuracies across tasks? How
feasible and robust is it to challenging conditions?
RQ2: Finding Top Workers Does task routing to
predicted top k workers outperform random assign-
ment? If so, by what degree, and how do proposed
MF methods (PMF and SVD) compare vs. simpler
baseline methods (average and weighted average)?
RQ3: The Effect of Spammers How robust is MF-
based task routing to the existence of spammers?
Results show the benefit of task routing over random
assignment, the strength of probabilistic MF over base-
lines, and robustness of methods to different conditions.
2 Related Work
MTurk’s standard method of task self-selection has
led to relatively few studies on task routing to better
match workers to tasks, though work considered task
assignment in other venues, such as Wikipedia [4].
Others have studied the cooperative refinement and task
routing among on-line agents with regard to prediction
tasks [7]. Bernstein at al. [1] investigate task routing in
terms of real-time crowdsourcing. Though informative,
these studies do not address finding strong candidates
for a particular task from a task requester’s viewpoint.
Other work on task markets chains together of different
worker competencies for problem solving [16].
Karger et al. [8] present a task assignment model
based on random graph generation and a message-
passing inference algorithm, in order to route tasks to
crowd workers under homogeneous labeling tasks. Ho
et al. [5] attempt to generalize this model to allow het-
erogeneous tasks by applying on-line primal-dual tech-
niques. However, neither study answers the question
of how to predict the unobserved workers’ performance,
which is critical to task routing in practice. Zhang et
al. [23] consider a related task routing task that seeks to
engage people or automated agents to both contribute
solutions and route tasks onward.
Jung and Lease [6] study MF methods to improve
the quality of crowdsourced labels, using a PMF model
to infer unobserved labels in order to reduce the bias of
the existing labels. They do not consider task routing.
Yi et al. investigate matrix completion for crowdcluster-
ing, and more recently inferring user preferences [20, 21].
Yuen et al. [22] consider workers’ task selection prefer-
ences and propose a task recommendation model based
on PMF. However, they motivated their approach on
conceptual grounds and did not evaluate it. Most re-
cently, Kolobov et al. [9] investigate task routing of mul-
tiple tasks across a common pool of workers.
3 Worker-Task Matrix Factorization
Matrix factorization (MF) has been studied for effec-
tively recommending an item for a user in an online
marketplace and advertisement. Our intuition is that
finding strong candidates for a specific task is very sim-
ilar to the recommendation of items for a specific user
in collaborative filtering [6]. In addition, latent features
should capture how a worker successfully makes a la-
bel for a specific task. For example, two workers would
achieve high accuracy for a task type if they both have
similar amounts of domain knowledge for this task type.
If we can discover these latent features, we should be
able to predict workers’ accuracies by task. Given a
partially observed worker-task matrix, we aim to pre-
dict unobserved workers’ accuracies (e.g., on new tasks)
so that we might route work optimally, or recruit or
exclude particular workers for a given new task.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) seeks
an approximation matrix Rˆ = WTT of the given rank
which minimizes the sum-squared distance between the
original matrix R and Rˆ. It has a critical drawback: it
is undefined for incomplete matrices. Thus, it does not
solve the problem of sparseness in the given R.
Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF)
was introduced by Ruslan [15] and has demonstrated
excellent performance in the Netflix challenge. We have
M crowd workers, N tasks, and a worker-task matrix R
in which Rij indicates the accuracy of worker i for task
j. Let W ∈ RD∗M and T ∈ RD∗N be latent feature
matrices for workers and tasks, with column vectors
Wi and Tj representing D-dimensional crowd worker-
specific and task-specific latent feature vectors, respec-
tively. The conditional probability distribution over the
observed cells R ∈ RM∗N is given by Equation 2. Indi-
cator Iij equals 1 iff worker i’s accuracy is measured over
task j. We place zero-mean spherical Gaussian priors on
worker and task feature vectors. To estimate model pa-
rameters, we maximize the log-posterior over example
and worker features with fixed hyper-parameters. Max-
imizing the posterior with respect to W and T is equiva-
lent to minimizing squared error with L2 regularization:
(3.1) E =
1
2
M∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
Iij(Rij −WTi Tj)2
+
λW
2
M∑
i=1
‖Wi‖2Fro +
λT
2
N∑
j=1
‖Tj‖2Fro
where λW = σW /σ, λT = σT /σ, and ‖  ‖2Fro denotes
the Frobenius Norm. We use gradient descent to find a
local minimum of the objective for W and T . Finally, we
infer unobserved workers’ accuracies in the worker-task
matrix R by the scalar product of W and T.
4 Experiments
Our first set of experiments use synthetic data, letting
us carefully control a variety of experimental variables
for detailed analysis. Following this, we describe addi-
tional experiments with real crowd data to assess perfor-
mance of methods for a specific case of actual operating
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Figure 2: Histograms of Workers’ Accuracy in three dif-
ferent tasks. All these three histograms show that work-
ers’ accuracy distribution follow a normal distribution.
Figure 3: Scatter plots of accuracies across two tasks in
(a) MTurk data and (b) synthetic data.
conditions. We begin by describing these datasets.
Our generative model for synthetic data is based
up the the MTurk dataset consisting of three tasks
(Section 4.2). Figure 2 plots histograms showing the
number of workers achieving various levels of accuracy
in each of three MTurk tasks. These histograms show a
strong normal tendency, which we quantify later via a
Shapiro-Wilk test [17] (Table 1). In addition, Figure 3
(left) plots average worker accuracy for task 1 vs. task2
and shows strong correlation at high accuracies (similar
plots for task 1 vs. task 3 and task 2 vs. task 3 are
not shown). In other words, the best workers appear to
be fairly accurate across tasks, whereas other workers
show less correlation across tasks, perhaps tending
toward uncorrelated accuracies as average accuracy
across tasks decreases (e.g., the increasing prevalence
of “spammers” as we consider lower average accuracies).
These observations suggest correlated worker accuracies
across tasks, which might be reasonably well-fit by
a multivariate normal distribution with appropriate
covariance. We further develop this idea below.
4.1 Synthetic Data. Our model of worker behavior
makes three key assumptions. Firstly, we model work-
ers’ accuracies as following a normal distribution N(µ,
σ), based on our real crowd accuracy histograms (Fig-
ure 2) and supported by a Shapiro-Wilk test [17] con-
firming high normality (Table 1). Secondly, we assume
worker accuracy is correlated across tasks in proportion
to task similarity. In addition to knowing people nat-
Algorithm 1 Generative model for synthetic data
Input: taskSimilarity, numWorkers, numTasks
1: σ = matrix(taskSimilarity, numTasks, numTasks)
2: m = multivarNormal(numWorkers, µ = 0.5, σ)
3: for each t ∈ [1 : numTasks] do
4: accuracy[1 : numWorkers] = m[t]
5: for each j ∈ [0 : 0.8] by 0.1 do
6: strata = [j, j + 0.1]
7: workers = findWorkers(accuracy, strata)
8: α = (0.8− j) ∗ 10 . α ∈ {80, 70, . . . , 0}
9: subset = getRandomSample(workers, α%)
10: for each worker ∈ subset do
11: max =0.9/(9-j*10) . max ∈ 0.9[9,8,7,...,1]
12: accuracy[worker] = uniform[0,max]
Output: m
urally exhibit varying expertise/skill across tasks, we
also observe this in our real crowd data (correlation in
Figure 3’s left plot). Thirdly, we posit the existence
of “spammers” who exhibit low accuracy, uncorrelated
across tasks, due to any number of factors, such as fa-
tigue, low language competency, negligence, etc. Be-
cause better workers are less likely to be spammers (by
definition), we expect fewer spammers when average
worker accuracy is high, and the ratio increasingly shift-
ing toward more spammers at lower accuracies.
Our generative model for synthetic data (Algo-
rithm 1) takes three parameters as input which we vary
as experimental variables: task similarity s, number of
tasks t, and number of workers w. We sample a mul-
tivariate normal distribution of accuracies (per-task av-
erage accuracy), providing correlation across tasks by
specifying covariance matrix σ filled with s (rmvnorm
function from mvtnorm library in R). This “optimistic”
distribution is free of spammers and reflects an ideal-
ized model of correlated accuracies. Next, we introduce
spammers to produce an alternative “pessimistic” dis-
tribution by transforming a percentage of the idealized
workers into spammers. To accomplish this, we first
group workers by distributional strata over average ac-
curacy across tasks (using a sliding window of size 0.1).
We then randomly sample a percentage of diligent work-
ers from each strata and transform them into spammers
by replacing their idealized per-task accuracy on each
task with an accuracy sampled uniformly at random.
Note that as a function of strata, we must decide
(a) what percentage of workers to transform, and (b)
the maximum accuracy of the interval from which to
sample spammer accuracies. While our choice of func-
tions here for (a) and (b) are relatively ad hoc, they
enforce our principle above of finding fewer spammers
as worker accuracy increases. We argue strengths of this
Tasks Workers Accuracy Normality Test
Task1 206 0.676 0.9471 *
Task2 384 0.599 0.99 *
Task3 167 0.491 0.90 *
All 443 0.596
Table 1: Attributes of MTurk data with three tasks.
Task similarity s ranges from [0.545:0.719]. For all
tasks, distribution of per-task worker accuracies follow
a normal distribution with high statistical significance
(p < 0.01) under the Shapiro-Wilk test [17].
model include: (i) its full description for reproducibility
by others [13]; (ii) its implementation of over-arching
modeling assumptions in some reasonable way; and (iii)
an explicit discussion of how more accurate simulation
might be achieved by further analysis and characteriza-
tion of real crowd data properties.
4.2 MTurk Data. We experiment with a commer-
cial MTurk dataset which includes three different text
processing tasks. Only workers with high approval rat-
ings were allowed to perform work. While we cannot
further describe the tasks or their similarity, we will
show task similarity can be inferred automatically and
varies. Moreover, asking a person to articulate a simi-
larity score for two tasks is not a natural activity and
expected to be difficult anyway, without experience or
guidelines. As such, the ability to automatically infer
task similarities without any reliance on manual tweak-
ing is a strength of our approach.
We also note ours is a retrospective study: workers
self-selected what work to perform during actual data
collection, and we simulate task assignment now after
the fact. While such retrospective assignment method-
ology represents a common study design in active learn-
ing and community question answering research, we
nonetheless method the usual limitations of such a study
design. In practice, we would have to contend with
workers not performing tasks assigned to them, or that
accuracy could diminish when people are assigned work
instead of self-selecting that which most interests them.
Because a central goal of our work is to identify
strong workers to whom work could be usefully assigned,
there is little value in modeling workers who only
briefly try out a task without completing much work.
Consequently, we exclude workers who completed fewer
than ten examples per task (37.4% of workers retained
for Task1, 43.2% for Task2, and 30.8% for Task 3).
While modeling these other workers could be interesting
in multiple respects (e.g., to study these “flighty”
workers, or estimating worker accuracies from extremely
sparse observations), we leave this for future work.
Table 1 characterizes remaining data for each task.
443 workers completed at least 10 examples on all 3
tasks, and 43% of the (443 x 3) worker-task matrix ob-
served. While prior crowdsourcing studies have tended
to report lower rates of worker retention across tasks
and within-task completion, the difference seen in our
data may be indicative of a sampling bias between what
is observed in one-off, infrequent academic studies vs.
what is seen in commercial crowd work, where volume
and repetition of familiar tasks lead to greater worker
retention and completion rates. Greater study of com-
mercial crowd data to assess such potential bias will be
another interesting direction for future work.
4.2.1 Metrics. We report root-mean squared error
(RMSE) and the mean accuracy of the top k workers
(MAk) according to some ranking function:
RMSE =
√∑
i,j (aˆi,j − ai,j)2
n
, MAk =
1
k
k∑
i=1
ai,j
where aˆi,j and ai,j respectively denote the predicted vs.
observed worker accuracy for worker i on task j.
While task similarity s could be operationalized in
many ways, in this study we adopt Pearson’s correlation
coefficient r (i.e., s = r in our study, but we preserve
distinct notation of s for generality). Following stan-
dard practice [3], we distinguish four specific levels of
correlation in our experiments: weak (r=0.1), medium
(r=0.4), strong (r=0.7), and very strong (r=0.9).
4.2.2 PMF Model Parameters. MF infers unob-
served, low dimensional factors (feature vectors) to ex-
plain observed workers’ accuracies. We want to find an
optimal dimensionality D for these latent feature vec-
tors. While larger D is expected to yield more accurate
prediction, it comes at a computational cost. Thus, it
is common to optimize D on development data. This
development data is also used to optimize PMF regu-
larization parameters λw and λt and learning rate .
Unlike our PMF formulation, SVD is parameter-free.
λw and λt are selected via 5-fold cross-validation,
using only 20% of data for training and leaving 80% for
testing. For simplicity, we try only three settings each
for λw and λt ∈ {10−1, 10−2, 10−3}, ultimately selecting
λw = λt = 0.01. We use  = 0.005 without tuning.
4.2.3 Baselines. One goal of our work is to assess
the potential benefit of task routing at all (i.e., any ap-
proach) vs. just assigning tasks arbitrarily (i.e., random
task assignment). While random assignment represents
a very simplified model of how MTurk workers self-select
tasks today, prior work has shown that MTurk’s limited
task search capabilities lead to task selection often be-
ing more random than one might expect otherwise [2].
Thus for task routing experiments, random assignment
provides our simplest, uninformed baseline.
A related but distinct goal of our work is to assess
relative improvement of specific approaches proposed
in Section 3 (SVD and PMF) vs. alternative, simpler
but reasonable baseline methods one might utilize for
automatic task assignment.
Our first such informed baseline is to simply pre-
dict a worker’s accuracy on a new task by his average
accuracy on other tasks. A limitation of this baseline,
however, is that it completely ignores task similarity.
Moreover, since our generative model for synthetic data
explicitly generates worker accuracies correlated across
tasks by similarity (Section 4.1), we expect a baseline
exploiting this additional information should perform
better. Our second informed baseline therefore com-
putes an expectation (weighted average) across tasks
based on task similarity rather than a simple average.
4.3 Synthetic Dataset Experiments
4.3.1 Experiment 1 (RQ1): MF-based Predic-
tion Accuracy. To what extent do task similarity, ma-
trix size, and matrix density influence MF-based predic-
tion of crowd worker accuracies for varying task simi-
larity? We first measure RMSE of PMF and SVD meth-
ods vs. baseline methods for task similarity s (Pearson’s
correlation r) ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}, averaging 1,000 sim-
ulation trials for each setting of s. Results in Figure 4
(a) and (b) show the RMSE achieved along the y-axis.
Our first set of experiments (Figure 4(a)) evaluate
our ability to effectively predict worker accuracies across
varying task similarity s, number of tasks, and number
of workers. We vary the number of tasks from 5 to 30
(by 5) and the number of workers from 100 to 3000 (by
500). Four configurations of varying number of tasks
t vs. number of workers are shown: (5,500), (10,1000),
(20, 2000), and (30,3000). Task similarity s is varied
along the x-axis. Matrix density is fixed at 20% and
dimensionality D is set by D = t− 1.
Our second set of experiments (Figure 4(b)) eval-
uate our ability to effectively predict worker accuracies
under varying task similarity s and matrix density. Each
of the four plots corresponds to a different task similar-
ity s ∈ {0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9}, matching the levels of Pearson
correlation r from weak to very strong as defined in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. Matrix density varies along the x-axis (from
10-90%). We fix the number of tasks (t = 20), dimen-
sionality (D = t−1), and the number of workers (2000).
Task Similarity. How similar do tasks need to be
before we can make effective predictions? How much do
predictions improve with greater task similarity? With
only weak similarity s = 0.1 (left-most point in all 4
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Figure 4: (a) Matrix dimension vs. prediction accuracy and (b) Matrix Density (Training %) vs. prediction
accuracy. In (a), the x-axis shows the increase of task similarity ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 by 0.1. In order to
investigate the effect of matrix dimension, we evaluate the prediction accuracy by increasing the number of tasks
(t) and the dimensionality of feature vectors (d = t− 1). Matrix density is fixed as 20%. In (b), the x-axis shows
the increase of matrix density from 10% to 90% by 10%. In addition, we increase task similarity from 0.1 to 0.9
while fixing matrix dimension as 20 by 2,000 and the dimensionality of feature vectors (d = 19).
plots in (a), left-most plot in (b)), RMSE of 0.21-0.23
can still be achieved, though this is far below the best
RMSE<0.13 observed with very high task similarity.
Baselines seem sufficient, without need for MF methods.
As task similarity increases (across x-axis in (a)
plots, and across plots in (b)), it tends to enable bet-
ter prediction of worker accuracies across tasks, as ex-
pected. Moreover, we see PMF predictions improve by
exploiting greater task similarity: both as the number
of tasks and workers increase (a), or as matrix density
increases (b). In contrast, SVD performs comparably
to baselines in all four of the plots in (a); it does not
benefit from increased task similarity even as the matrix
size grows. While in (b) plots we do see SVD perform
much better as s increases with greater density, PMF
still outperforms SVM by a wide margin.
Matrix Size. How effectively can we predict
worker accuracies when only small worker-task matrices
(relatively few workers or tasks) are observed? At what
point (if any) does accuracy prediction break due as the
matrix becomes too small? How much does prediction
improve with larger matrix size?
Figure 4(a) shows that in the smallest case of 5
tasks and 500 workers, RMSE of 0.21-0.23 can still be
achieved. Moreover, baseline methods seem sufficient
in this case (comparable to MF methods). However,
this is far below the sub-0.15 RMSE achieved by PMF
with larger matrix sizes. As noted above, we see PMF
capitalize on increasing task similarity s with larger
matrices while SVD does not.
The Effect of Matrix Density/Sparseness.
Prior crowdsourcing studies often report workers are
often transient and rarely complete all tasks avail-
able. What matrix density is needed to support effec-
tive worker accuracy predictions across tasks? How does
prediction accuracy improve with increasing density?
Figure 4(b) shows across plots, RMSE lies in [0.19-
0.21] when density is only 10%. As before, baseline
methods seem sufficient when density is so low, with
no improvement from MF methods. However, as noted
above, both SVD and PMF improves dramatically vs.
baselines with greater density, with PMF consistently
dominating SVD across (b) plots. The best case
RMSE<0.13 is observed under ideal settings of an
extremely dense matrix and large worker-task matrix.
RQ1 Summary. Under worst case conditions,
results show worker accuracies can be predicted with
RMSE∈ [0.19 − 0.23], and that even simple averag-
ing suffices is comparable to MF methods. However,
as tasks exhibit even medium task similarity (s = 0.4)
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Figure 5: (a) Matrix dimension vs. top 10 workers’ MA10. The x-axis shows the increase of task similarity [0.1:0.9]
and matrix dimension is increased across plots. (b) Task similarity vs. top k workers’ mean accuracy MAk. The
x-axis shows the increase of top k workers from 1 to 20. We evaluate MAk across increasing task similarity (0.1,
0.4, 0.7, 0.9). 15 tasks and 1,500 workers are used. Both (a) and (b) fix matrix density at 20%.
significant gains are possible, and especially with steep
with high correlation (s = 0.7). Similar wins occur as
matrix size increases, and with steep RMSE decreases
beginning with matrix densities around only 30%. PMF
consistently outperforms SVD in all cases where suffi-
cient data exists to outperform baselines.
4.3.2 Experiment 2 (RQ2): Finding Top Work-
ers. RQ1 investigated our ability to predict worker ac-
curacies across tasks in terms of RMSE. For task rout-
ing, however, what we would really like to do is identify
the top k workers for a given task and route work to
them; we do not care about specific accuracies, nor do
we care about workers below this top k. We would like
to know if routing work to some top k workers (via any
method) outperforms random assignment by some mar-
gin. If so, we would like to evaluate the relative benefit
of proposed MF methods (PMF and SVD) vs. the sim-
pler baseline methods (average and weighted average).
To answer these questions, we use some method
(informed or random) to identify a set of k workers,
and we measure the average accuracy of these k workers
to compute MAk for each method. As in earlier
experiments, informed methods use limited training set
knowledge (20%) of a worker’s accuracy on t − 1 other
tasks to predict the worker’s accuracy on held out
task t, and we perform this prediction in round-robin
fashion across tasks, with each task held out in turn
and accuracy of workers on it predicted from the other
tasks. In experiments here, after computing the average
worker across k workers for each task, we then average
this average accuracy across tasks to arrive at MAk for
each method. We vary k in these experiments.
As in Figure 4, Figure 5 shows two sets of exper-
iments (a) and (b) of four plots each. The first figure
(a) shows matrix dimension vs. top 10 workers’ MA10.
The x-axis shows increasing task similarity [0.1:0.9]; ma-
trix dimension is increased across plots. The figure (b)
shows task similarity vs. top k workers’ mean accuracy
MAk. The x-axis shows increasing k ∈ [1 : 20] of top k
workers. We evaluate MAk across increasing task simi-
larity (0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9). 15 tasks and 1,500 workers are
used. Both (a) and (b) fix matrix density at 20%.
Results here are simpler and easier to understand
than those in RQ1: informed assignment methods con-
sistently outperform random assignment, MF meth-
ods outperform baselines, and PMF outperforms SVD.
Overall, increase in task similarity brings increase in
MA10 (Figure 4 (a)). Increase in matrix dimension
also leads to a better performance in terms of finding
strong candidates. When matrix dimension is very small
(5,500), we see some fluctuations due to spammers.
4.3.3 Prediction With or Without Spammers.
As discussed in Section 4.1, spammers can be expected
to degrade predictions of worker accuracies across tasks
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Figure 6: Prediction of worker accuracies when spam-
mers are absent or present (optimistic or pessimistic
controlled synthetic data experiment), measuring the
top-k workers’ mean accuracy MAk (left plot, bigger is
better) and RMSE over all workers (right plot, lower is
better). Task similarity is varied along the x-axis. We
compare PMF vs. the weighted average baseline.
since such workers’ accuracies across tasks are uncorre-
lated (by definition). How robust are cross-task accu-
racy prediction methods to the presence of spammers?
Figure 6 compares the PMF vs. the best informed
baseline (weighted average) in the presence or absence
of spammers. For the experiment, we use the fixed
number of workers (1,500) and tasks(5). In regard to
MAk (left plot), PMF vs. baseline results are basically
equivalent with or without spammers, with PMF dom-
inating weighted average as both trend slightly up with
greater task similarity. As for RMSE (right plot), we
also see PMF dominate the baseline across task sim-
ilarity settings, with or without spammers. However,
for RMSE we see that with or without spammers, base-
line performance is flat (no error reduction from increas-
ing task similarity), whereas PMF prediction error de-
creases with greater task similarity. Trend lines for each
method are remarkably parallel with or without spam-
mers, with an offset of about 0.05 RMSE absolute.
We understand these findings as follows. To predict
the top-k workers for a given task, we focus on only the
most accurate workers, which are easy to distinguish
from spammers on the basis of higher accuracies on ob-
served tasks (training data). Top-k prediction therefore
seems intuitively robust to spammers. RMSE, on the
other hand, is trying to predict accuracies of all workers,
thus is inherently sensitive to spammers. Nevertheless,
we see PMF is still able to achieve increasing RMSE
reductions with greater task similarity, whereas aver-
age accuracy is not, as well as PMF dominating average
accuracy for MAk prediction as well.
4.4 MTurk Data Experiments. Whereas our ex-
periments with synthetic data allowed us to carefully
control a variety of experimental variables for detailed
RMSE MA10
Tasks PMF WAvg Avg PMF WAvg Avg Rand
task1 0.227 0.278 0.289 0.901 0.834 0.825 0.684
task2 0.209 0.266 0.273 0.932 0.834 0.821 0.688
task3 0.197 0.257 0.267 0.946 0.712 0.712 0.687
All 0.211 0.267 0.276 0.926 0.793 0.786 0.686
Table 2: Performance on MTurk data. The RMSE
and mean accuracy MAk of the top k = 10 workers
are shown for PMF vs. the three baselines: weighted
average, average, and random assignment.
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Figure 7: Mean accuracy MAk of the top k = 10 workers
(averaged across tasks) as predicted by PMF, weighted
average, and average, vs. random assignment.
analysis, we also want to evaluate methods with real
crowd data reflecting a specific case of actual operating
conditions in which methods could be applied. With
three tasks, we fix dimensionality D = 3.
We first consider the incomplete matrix of 443
workers who worked on all three tasks (Table 1). Due
to sparsity, we do not always have training data on
two other tasks to predict the third, so we cannot
compute average and weighted average baselines. We
see PMF, SVD, and random assignment achieve 0.170,
0.170, and .317 RMSE, respectively. For MA10, they
achieve 0.773, 0.609, and 0.381, respectively. We see
random assignment perform much worse, and PMF
outperforming SVD for MA10, but not for RMSE.
Next we consider a smaller, denser matrix of the 54
workers who completed all examples for all tasks, allow-
ing us to compute average and weighted average base-
lines. Figure 7 shows MAk achieved (averaged across
tasks) by different methods (informed PMF, weighted
average, and average, vs. uninformed random assign-
ment) for increasing k ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20}. Average
task similarity across each pair of tasks is estimated as
s = 0.65. Table 2 shows per task RMSE and MAk
achieved by the same set of methods for fixed k = 10.
Overall, PMF is seen to dominate other methods
except with k = 1, where both informed baselines
perform comparably. Interestingly, we do not see
the weighted average offering benefit over the simple
average here. We also observe that PMF and informed
baselines all outperform uninformed random assignment
by a wide margin, across settings. This supports
our hypothesis of informed task assignment (by any
means) being valuable over random assignment, and it
is consistent with earlier findings on synthetic data.
Task-averaged PMF RMSE in Table 2 of 0.21
appears consistent with synthetic experiments with 5
tasks, 500 workers, and s = 0.65 (Figure 4 (a)), where
PMF achieved RMSE 0.23. Similarly, the trend of
PMF MAk degradation with increasing k in Figure 7
(from roughly 0.98 to 0.86) appears consistent with
Figure 5 (s = 0.7 plot) where MAk is seen to decrease
comparably (from roughly 0.92 to 0.80).
5 Conclusion
Task routing represents a relatively little explored and
increasingly important area for future quality improve-
ments in crowdsourcing. Many interesting questions re-
main open, such as modeling time-varying worker accu-
racies, due to fatigue or training effects, in determining
appropriate task routing. Better ways to tackle sparse
worker history data and longer term longitudinal worker
studies could also be incredibly informative.
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